
by the Egyptian Hagar, who lived 
apart from the tribes of Yisharal, and 
became pagans. A corner of the Kaba 
has a black touchstone with a vagina-
shaped object representing Hagar’s 
vagina, the mother of Yishmaal.  
Babel’s mother goddess is in this. 
Asherah was the moon deity of the 
kananites, and Yericho was a major 
seat of her followers. Asherah and 
Allah are essentially the same deity. 
Muhammad declared Allah to be the 
greatest (of the deities). The moon 
symbol is prominent in this religion. 
Islam means submission. Muhammad 
was born in the midst of the pagan 
Arabs, and his clan watched over the 
Kaba, a cube roughly 35 feet on each 
side. Inside the cube were hundreds 
of idols, worshipped by means of cult 
prostitutes who “serviced” those who 
made pilgrimages to Mecca. They 
would “circumambulate” (walk 
around) the cubical building, just as 
the Hindus circumambulate around 
their temples called stupas.  
The May Pole custom exhibits fertility 
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in a similar way, using virginal girls 
holding ribbons (hymen symbols) to  
rotate a wreath (vagina) downward on a 
wooden pole (asherah). 
Yahuah hates these practices. 
 The writings of Islam are called the 
Koran, or Quran, from the Hebrew word 
qara, proclaim.  
Yishmaalites and Yisharalites are both 
Hebrews, and are brothers, yet they 
fight over the land given to Abrahim’s 
offspring. Their main point of conflict is 
who they worship. Internally, the Sunni 
and Shia have been fighting non-stop. 
The Romans conquered Yahudah and 
destroyed the Temple in 70 CE.  
Vespasian named the land Palestine, a 
Latinism for Philistia (the former site of 
the Philistines) a region that was visited 
by Abrahim.  
When Arabs refer to themselves as 
Palestinians, they label themselves 
Philistines. They do this making it seem 
their claim to the land pre-dates the 
tribes of Yisharal. Genesis 21:34 states 
“Abrahim sojourned in the land of 
the Philistines many days.”  
Obviously, Abrahim wasn’t a Philistine, 
so neither were Yitshaq or Yishmaal. 
Yishmaal was half Egyptian, because 
Hagar was Egyptian. Arabs are children 
of Abrahim (a Hebrew), not the Philistines. 
Islamic fruit shows it is not of Yahuah. 

The Arabic language gives us insight  
into the phonology of original Hebrew. 
These two languages are very closely  
related, as are the people speaking the  
languages. One group was chosen by  
Yahuah in a Covenant of love to draw 
all mankind to Himself in love.  
The other followed another path: 
“And the Messenger of Yahuah said  
to her, ‘See, you are conceiving and  
bearing a son, and shall call his  
name Yishmaal, because Yahuah  
has heard your affliction. And he is  
to be a wild man, his hand against  
every one and every one’s hand  
against him, and dwell over against  
all his brothers.”  - Gen. 16:11-12 
 

WE HAVE TO SERVE SOMEBODY 
“And now, fear Yahuah, serve Him in  
perfection and in truth, and put away  
the mighty ones which your fathers  
served beyond the River and in  
Mitsrayim, and serve Yahuah! 
“And if it seems evil in your eyes to  
serve Yahuah choose for yourselves  
this day whom you are going to  
serve, whether the mighty ones  
which your fathers served that were  
beyond the River, or the mighty  
ones of the Amorites, in whose land  
you dwell. But I and my house, we  
serve Yahuah.” - Yahusha/Joshua 24:14-15 
 

ALAH  - THE HEBREW ORIGIN 
There is confusion about the term 
ALAH (alef-lamed-hay) because it is 
mistaken to be a proper noun, or name 
of a deity. Alah is a Hebrew term, and 
is not a name. Alah is the pronoun the 
Muslims call an ancient moon deity. 
Al, Alah, and Alahim (aka ELAH) are 
pronouns understood to mean the god. 
The root AL is spelled alef-lamed, for 
upwardness, exalted, mighty, high, 
above, etc.,.  

The language of the descendants of 
Yishmaal is very close to that of their 
father, Abrahim. The crescent moon 
symbol has been taken to symbolize a 
faith group called Islam since the 7th 
century. Worshipping things in "the 
heavens above" is prohibited by the 
2nd Commandment. We should never 
bow-down to any images.  
The worship of the host of heaven 
(zodiac, constellations) has always been a 
stumbling-block for the nations.  
The symbol of a crescent Moon 
shown beneath the Sun is a common 
image used throughout history.  
In plain sight on the US Great Seal, 
the lower banner forms a crescent. 
The nations bowed to symbols of their 
deities, and referred to them in coded, 
secret terminology. They would not 
openly use the name of their deity. 
The nations inherited their patterns of 
behavior from Babel’s worship of the 
host of heaven. (See book, Nimrod’s Secret Identity) 
The crescent moon symbol is the 

ONE IN FOUR PEOPLE (1.6 BILLION) SERVE THIS DEITY 



prominent image for the Islamic faith.  
Adherents are trained to bow to a 
building in Mecca (Makkah, meaning de-

struction or slaughter in Hebrew) containing 
images of the host of heaven. These 
have sexual symbolism associated 
with them. Babel’s fertility practices 
have filled the planet with idolatry.  
 

THE LANGUAGE OF ABRAHIM 
 Arabs retain a much more accurate 
phonology of Hebrew (the language of 
Eber and Abrahim) because they’ve 
always spoken it. They were never 
scattered into the nations to corrupt 
their speech. They name their children 
proper Hebrew names like Danial, 
Yusef, Yakub, Tamar, Zara, Ashah, 
Aliyah, Aquila, Daud, and dozens 
more. They preserve the Hebrew 
name Ali, which was distorted slightly 
by the Masorete's vowels.  
Today it is commonly seen as Eli.  
Their spiritual practices and customs 
are highly idolatrous. Any bowing to 
images is an abomination. The moon 
deity of Muhammad’s clan was highly 
preferred. He claimed Allah "the great-
est."  The term alah may refer to any 
deity, it is not a proper noun (a name). 
It’s still a clean Hebrew word, spelled 
ALEF-LAMED-HAY. It is found more 
often in the book of Danial than any 
other place in Scripture. 
Their alah (god) is not our Alah (God). 
We should know that the term "God" 
originates as a pagan term, in fact a 
name for the Sun. It was adopted 
from Teutonic pagans by Christianity 
and applied to the Supreme Being. 
The 1945 Encyclopedia Americana 

has this to say under to topic GOD: 
"GOD (god) Common Teutonic 
word for personal object of reli-
gious worship, formerly applicable 
to super-human beings of heathen 
myth; on conversion of Teutonic 
races to Christianity, term was 
applied to Supreme Being." 
The first “super-human” ever wor-
shipped was Nimrod, Babel’s Great 
Architect, the builder of the Tower. 
The point is: we should not use the 
term "god" because of its origin; but 
we may restore the term alah to our 
speech in its place. The term has 
nothing to do with Islam,  the moon, 
crescents, or kneeling face down on 
a mat facing Makkah. 

 

THEIR ALLAH IS NOT OUR ALAH 
Yahuah Alahim is not Allah the 
moon deity of the Kaba (cube). 
It’s called the house of Allah. 
All Muslims know the term Allah is 
not a name, but a pronoun meaning 
“the god.” First let’s learn a little 
more about the Hebrew origin of the 
word alah. Restoring the letter A to 
Alahim (seen as Elohim) does not 
associate the word (alef-lamed-hay) 
with Islam, although that may be a 
normal person’s  initial  reaction. 
In the 8th century, a new sect called 
Karaites or Masoretes altered the 
sound of the letter alef (A) to ayin 
(E) using niqqud markings they had 
invented to bend the pronunciation of 
vowels. This sect began with Anan 
Ben David in 767, who also adopted 
the sighted moon (crescent-sighting) 
of the Muslims while under a Muslim-

Caliphate in the city of Babylon. In 767 
Anan was imprisoned to be executed 
for rebellion, but the Islamic Caliph in 
Babylon spared his life because he 
distinguished himself from his Yahidim 
brethren by adopting the sighted-moon 
of the Muslims. This new sect, the 
Masoretes (traditionalists) did not want 
anyone to properly speak the four 
vowels of the Name YOD-HAY-UAU-
HAY (Yahuah), so they invented vowel  
distortions with niqqud and cantillation 
marks to re-train readers of Hebrew to 
mispronounce certain words. 

ALAHIM became ELOHIM.  
YAHU became YEHO. 

They left the name ABRAHIM alone, 
otherwise it would be EBRAHIM for 
everyone today. The Hebrew root AL 
(alef-lamed) became EL.  
This root is not a name of any kind, it 
is a pronoun concerning one who is 
lofty, upward, above, high, strong, 
mighty, etc.,. Israel’s airline is EL-AL. 
EL-AL means to go upward.  
EL-AL is spelled ayin-lamed (EL) + 
alef-lamed (AL). 
Yahuah Alahim means: "I WAS, I AM, 
I WILL BE (your) MIGHTY ONE." 
Their Allah is not our Alah.  
We do not bow down to symbols or 
objects representing the host of 
heaven. It’s idolatry. 
 

TRINITARIAN ORIGINS: BABEL 
The triangle and triquetra in religious 
imagery represents the principles of 
creation, preservation, and destruc-
tion. Babel’s Trinity, Nimrod, Semira-
mis, and Tammuz are reflected in the 
Hindu trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, and 

Shiva. A better rendering is Sheba. 
Amun, Re, and Ptah became the 
Egyptian triad. Sumeria’s astrology, 
the worship of the host of heaven, was 
inherited by every culture. Trinities, 
fertility symbols, human sacrifices, 
reincarnation, and much more leaven 
spread Babel’s idolatry far and wide.  
 

REINCARNATION ORIGIN 
The cycle of “rebirth” (reincarnation) 
originates from Babel’s trinity, Nimrod, 
Semiramis, and Tammuz. After their 
king Nimrod was slain, their mythology 
taught that he ascended high into the 
heavens to become the Sun. His wife/ 
mother, Semiramis, was found to carry 
his child by having been impregnated 
by the rays of the Sun. Tammuz was 
born as Nimrod reincarnated. 
 

We serve only Yahuah, the Maker of 
heaven and earth. Pagans worship 
in the ways of Nimrod, Semiramis, 
and Tammuz, the first beast. 
The Hindu trinity reveals Allah to be 
the same as Shiva, the destroyer. 
The Kaba is the original site of a sex 
temple. The ancient Hindu temple is in 
operation, complete with worshippers 
doing everything demanded, including 
circumambulation (walking-around in 
a circle) around the object of worship.  
 

IT’S LIKE THE SEVENTH CENTURY 
Up until the time of Mohammad, the 
Arabs worshipped hundreds of deities. 
The big black box called the Kaba 
(Arabic for cube) was filled with 360 
images of their deities, one of which 
was called “Allah” - a moon deity.    
The Arabs are the children of Abrahim 


